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"Insightful, detailed and poignant. K. Anis Ahmed's pen will 

hold the reader's attention till the last page."                     

– SHASHI THAROOR 

"A rip-roaring read."                        

 – MOHAMMAD HANIF 

"A suspense-filled pager-turner."                       

– BAPSI SIDHWA 

"Darkly funny. A strong new voice from Bangladesh."                       

– TAHMINA ANAM  

 

"A gripping and thoughtful novel about personal loyalties in a 

world torn by politics and violence."  

– TABISH KHAIR 

"A sharp satirist, Ahmed has a sparkling sense of humour."              

– MONIDEEPA SAHU 

 
 

 

THE WORLD IN MY HANDS [NOVEL] 

Struggling newspaper-editor Hissam is finding it harder and harder to pretend that believing 

in your work is just as satisfying as landing a big promotion. His old college friend Kaiser 

has fared considerably better as one of the city's wealthiest property developers, who also 

happens to be married to the woman of Hissam's dreams.  

 

Hissam's chance to strike it big presents itself in the form of a military-backed Emergency 

that upends the country's social order. Choosing to back different sides, Hissam and Kaiser 

find themselves trading places in a way that chances their relationship, and their lives, 

forever. 

 

This darkly satirical debut novel heralds a major new voice from Bangladesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

Publisher: Vintage Books/ 
Random House India, 
2013 

Edition:  Paperback 

Language: English 

Genre: Fiction 

ISBN: 9788184003994 
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"The most exciting new Bangladeshi talent writing in English."    

– DAVID SHOOK, WORLD LITERATURE TODAY 

 

"Vividly imagined, evocatively written and movingly realized, 

these stories reveal K. Anis Ahmed to be a writer of great 

promise with a telling eye for detail."                     

– SHASHI THAROOR 

" Concise, elegant prose...a distinctly important and intelligent 

voice." 

– SIMONA SUPEKAR, LA REVIEW OF BOOKS 

 

"Vividly realized and intricately observed, Goodnight, Mr. 

Kissinger is a poignant portrait of a city and the characters that 

live in the wake of great change." 

– TAHMINA ANAM  

 

"Ahmed writes in an unobtrusively rhythmic prose style that 

captures the essence of artistic ease and understatement." 

– BOB BICKEL, VINE VOICE REVIEWER 

 

 
 

GOOD NIGHT, MR. KISSINGER AND OTHER STORIES 

Crowded and disordered, the city of Dhaka routinely deals out unexpected blows, setbacks, 

and isolation as well as success and epiphany to its denizens, some of whom populate this 

collection of nine stories. The city comes of age over the course of these tales, from its 

sleepy start as a provincial capital to the great, dysfunctional megalopolis it is today. So, 

too, the ages of the city are mirrored by the characters of the stories who face youthful 

challenges to love and ambition as well as more mature pressures and disappointments. 

 

Severed connections and the subsequent longing for understanding and unity are at the 

heart of this moving set of stories that will resonate long after the last page has been 

turned. Employing spare but precise language that recalls Naipaul and Coetzee, and vivid 

evocations akin to Vargas Lllosa and Bolaño, these stories mark the debut of a strong new 

talent in the burgeoning scene of English writing in Bangladesh. 

 

 

 

Publisher: The Unnamed 
Press, 2013 

Edition:  Paperback 

Language: English 

Genre: Short Stories/ 
Fiction 

ISBN: 978-1-939419-04-0 
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K. ANIS AHMED 

 

"A distinctly important and intelligent voice."    

– SIMONA SUPEKAR, LA REVIEW OF BOOKS 

 

 

K. Anis Ahmed is a Bangladeshi writer based in Dhaka. He is a co-founder of Bengal 

Lights, Bangladesh's most prominent new English literary journal.  

 

His first book of short stories, Good Night, Mr. Kissinger, was released in Bangladesh by 

UPL in November 2012, and in the USA in March 2014 by The Unnamed Press.  

 

His first novel, The World in My Hands, was published in December 2013 by Vintage/ 

Random House India.  

 

Ahmed is a co-founder of the University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh, and publisher of the 

new national daily, Dhaka Tribune. He is a Festival Advisor of the Hay Festival Dhaka. 

 

Ahmed contributes to international journals such as Newsweek/Daily Beast, Wall Street 

Journal, and World Literature Today. He recently co-curated the "New Voices from 

Bangladesh" section in the Autumn 2013 edition of Granta. 

 

Ahmed studied at Brown, Washington and New York Universities before returning to 

Bangladesh. He lives in Dhaka with his wife and son. 

 

CONTACT 

E  | kazianis.ahmed@gmail.com 

W  | http://www.kanisahmed.com 

F  | facebook.com/K.Anis.Ahmed.Writer 

http://www.kanisahmed.com/
http://www.facebook.com/K.Anis.Ahmed.Writer
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REVIEWS 

Los Angeles Review Of Books  | Reviews: Good Night, Mr. Kissinger 

Simona Supekar   |  June 5th, 2014 

"In concise, elegant prose, Ahmed presents the complexity of a Dhaka that is rife with the same modern 

concerns of any other democratic city yet one that is rich with tradition, especially a literary one." 

 

Northeast Review | The World In My Hands: A Fast-Paced Novel 

Roksana Badruddoja  |  February 16, 2014 

" The World In My Hands is a fast-paced fictional account about the treacherous terrain of political 

turmoil and corruption in Bangladesh. As Ahmed moves back-and-forth between emotion and reason 

and reason and emotion, his intellectual formations about his country’s partisanship is deeply reflected in 

the lucidity of his prose and the clarity of his narrative." 

 

Bookish | Review: The World In My Hands By K. Anis Ahmed 

Pooja Patel  |  February 5, 2014 

"Ahmed has intricately woven the minutest details of every situation in the story, making it a delight for 

the readers." 

 

The Express Tribune | Book Review: Fighting the Friend 

Tooba Masood  |  February 2, 2014 

"The characters in the book are well-rounded as they grow into themselves and as a reader you learn to 

fall in love with their flaws. One of the best parts about the book is its pace — it's fast with a lot of 

unexpected knee-jerking moments…Ahmed lives up to expectation, given that the author turned quite a 

few heads, back in 2012, with his short stories titled Goodnight, Mr Kissinger…" 

 

Deccan Herald | Of Friends & Foes 

Monideepa Sahu  |  January 26, 2014 

"A sharp satirist, Ahmed has a sparkling sense of humour. He can make readers laugh out loud as he 

pokes holes into diabolical military rulers, established social conventions, academics, politicians, irate 

rioters, intellectual think-tanks and self-righteous NGO promoters. From newshounds chasing scoops to 

self-help books and spiritual gurus, nothing escapes his sharp eyes and witty barbs." 

 

Business Standard | Writing A Country 

Mihir S. Sharma  |  January 14, 2014 

"And now there is something from Bangladesh I can recommend: K Anis Ahmed's The World in My 

Hands…Mr. Ahmed's novel is a darkly funny story of a country going through a military backed 

emergency. It continues in this vein, despairing and funny by turn." 

 

Amazon.com | Beautifully Written and Devoid of Stereotypes  

Bob Bickel (Vine Voice Reviewer)  |  January 17, 2013 

"Ahmed's book is full of surprises that smoothly disabuse the reader of commonplace preconceptions. 

Ahmed writes in an unobtrusively rhythmic prose style that captures the essence of artistic ease and 

understatement..." 

 

Amazon.com | Five Stars are not Given Easily 

BrianB (Top 1000 Reviewer, Vine Voice Reviewer)  |  December 29, 2012 

"These characters come alive under his skillful pen, springing from these pages into the reader's 

heart…Although English was not his first language, the author shows a mastery of the art of writing. I 

don't imagine for a moment that his writing is easy, but he makes it appear that way."

http://lareviewofbooks.org/review/good-night-mr-kissinger
http://northeastreview.com/2014/02/16/roksana/
http://www.indiabookstore.net/bookish/review-world-hands-k-anis-ahmed/
http://tribune.com.pk/story/664482/book-review-fighting-the-friend/
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/382711/of-friends-amp-foes.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/mihir-s-sharma-writing-a-country-114011301137_1.html
http://www.amazon.com/review/READ5LOTL13QT/ref=cm_cr_dp_title?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B00ANWK94W&nodeID=133140011&store=digital-text
http://www.amazon.com/review/R3QGC5RMQ6ZGT2/ref=cm_cr_dp_title?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B00ANWK94W&nodeID=133140011&store=digital-text
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PRESS 

Nupu Press | Inspire Me: K Anis Ahmed 

July 6, 2014 

"With its noir-ish elements, dark humour and tension brought so close I can see the sweat on the brows, it works 

beautifully as a page-turning thriller. Its political backdrop grounds the story into something more frighteningly serious. And 

its tangled relationships show up our all too human frailties." 

 

The Daily Star | A Case of Mohammad Hanif 

June 28, 2014 

"SLR: What are some noteworthy books that you have read in 2013? MH: Goat Days by Benyamin, translated by Joseph 

Koyippally. Saba Imtiaz's Karachi You are Killing Me. The World in my Hands by Kazi Anis Ahmed and Sam Miller's A 

Strange Kind of Paradise. All rip-roaring reads." 

 

Eastern Eye | Bengali writers in the spotlight 

June 12, 2014 

"The event in Mayfair was… attended by established names such as keynote speaker Tariq Ali as well as up-and-coming 

writers including K Anis Ahmed, who launched his second book, Goodnight Mr Kissinger that same night." 

 

3 Quarks Daily | Ahsan Akbar Talks to K. Anis Ahmed about his New Collection of Short Stories, Good Night, Mr. 

Kissinger 

May 26, 2014 

"…the Spirit of the Liberation or Spirit of '71 as we call it is neither the sentiment of a particular generation nor a partisan 

confabulation. It is the essence of who are as a people and a nation." 

 

LA Times | Talking with the Publishers of New L.A.-Based Unnamed Press 

April 25, 2014 

"With “Good Night, Mr. Kissinger,” we were drawn to a waiter in New York who develops a tense dynamic with one of his 

regular patrons — Henry Kissinger. In both books, these people are less representative of a particular country then of the 

globalized condition we all live in." 

 

HELLO! Pakistan | The Writing Life 

March 2014 | Issue 24 

"Four authors at the Second Lahore Literary Festival 2014 offer some insights on where and when they write. With Aamer 

Hussein, Rosie Dastagir, Kamila Shamsie, and K. Anis Ahmed." 

 

The Indian Express | Liberals, Losers and Spoilsports 

February 25, 2014 

"After his visit to Lahore in February, K. Anis Ahmed, a Bangladeshi intellectual, wrote in Newsweek Pakistan about the 

tough Pakistani textbook narrative against the birth of Bangladesh and the refusal of Pakistanis to even acknowledge what 

the Pakistan army had done to the people of East Pakistan in 1971." 

 

CityFM89 | 89 Chapters with K. Anis Ahmed and Shrabani Basu [Radio Program] 

February 25, 2014 

"Lahore Literary Festival guests, Bangladeshi writer K. Anis Ahmed and historian Shrabani Basu in conversation with 

Mahvesh on 89 Chapters talk about their work and the Lahore Literary Festival." 

 

CNN IBN | In Conversation: Bangladeshi Writers Maria Chaudhuri and K Anis Ahmed 

February 24, 2014  

"An explosion of new writing from Bangladesh is fast spreading across the world of contemporary literature. Two of the 

newest literary stars from the country, Maria Chaudhuri and K Anis Ahmed, both have new books out this year." 

 

The News | Tehmina for Strong Message to Us, Allies on Rights Violation 

February 24, 2014  

"K Anis Ahmed, a Bangladeshi writer said the relations between Pakistan and Bangladesh were much more fraught in 

view of events that led to the creation of Bangladesh in 1971. It is very touchy subject in Pakistan and has emotional 

underpinning in Bangladesh.'" 

 

 

http://www.nupupress.com/inspire-k-anis-ahmed/
http://www.thedailystar.net/a-case-of-mohammad-hanif-30686
http://www.easterneye.eu/features/features-news/Bengali+writers+in+the+spotlight/3435
http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarksdaily/2014/05/ahsan-akbar-talks-to-k-anis-ahmed-about-his-new-collection-of-short-stories-good-night-mr-kissinger.html
http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarksdaily/2014/05/ahsan-akbar-talks-to-k-anis-ahmed-about-his-new-collection-of-short-stories-good-night-mr-kissinger.html
http://www.latimes.com/books/jacketcopy/la-et-jc-talking-with-la-publisher-unnamed-press-20140422-story.html
http://www.joomag.com/magazine/mag/0162540001397556763?feature=archive
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/liberals-losers-and-spoilsports/99/
http://cityfm89.com/89-CHAPTERS-WITH-K-ANIS-AHMED-AND-SHRABANI-BASU
http://ibnlive.in.com/NEWS/IN-CONVERSATION-BANGLADESHI-WRITERS-MARIA-CHAUDHURI-AND-K-ANIS-AHMED/453933-40-100.HTML
http://www.thenews.com.pk/TODAYS-NEWS-5-234599-TEHMINA-FOR-STRONG-MESSAGE-TO-US-ALLIES-ON-RIGHTS-VIOLATION
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Dawn.com | Aspiring for a South Asian Identity 

February 24, 2014  

"K.Anis Ahmed, who is also publisher of ‘Dhaka Tribune’ and literary journal ‘Bengal Lights’, said the people of 

Bangladesh did not have animosity towards Pakistanis…He said the states would have to shun narrow nationalism in 

order to develop a larger South Asian identity." 

 

Dawn.com | Tales of Many Cities 

February 24, 2014  

"The panel had some of known figures of the region’s literature, including Amit Chaudhuri, K. Anis Ahmed, Mohsin Hamid 

and Reza Rumi…K. Anis began by revealing that he based his new novel ‘The World In My Hands’ in a city similar to 

Dhaka but chose not to call it Dhaka because he wanted to freely write about things he wanted to write about." 

 

The Express Tribune | ‘You Can Have a National Identity Alongside a South Asian Identity’ 

February 24, 2014  

"K Anis Ahmed, a writer from Bangladesh said there are always multiple identies [sic]. 'You can have a national identity 

along with a south Asian identity.' Ahmed said one of the problems was unequal power. He said in the last 10 to 15 years 

there had been a decline in multilateralism. Ahmed added that distrust must be overcome by opening borders in the 

region, for the people to move easily and interact with each other. Ahmed said 'we (Bangladeshis) don’t hold the people of 

Pakistan responsible for the incidents in 1971, but think that the responsibility for brutality falls on the shoulders of the 

military and political leaders of that time'." 

 

The News | Bangladeshi Writer Launches Book 

February 23, 2014  

"The book, published by Random House India, is Ahmed’s sophomore book and a political satire on Bangladesh’s 

ongoing political crisis facing the current Bangladeshi Awami League government of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina." 

 

Hindustan Times | A Resounding Yes for Democracy 

January 22, 2014 

"Bangladeshi journalist K Anis Ahmad [sic]…said the true test of democracy as the only option is that people give their 

lives for it. 'I see lot of people here speak of China’s growth,' Anis said. 'Would you give up democracy for 1-2 percent 

more of economic growth?'" 

 

Hindustan Times | Murli Manohar Joshi and Shazia Ilmi Dominate Democracy Debate on Last Day at Zee Jaipur 

Literature Festival 

January 22, 2014 

"On the subject of democracy, Indrajit kicked off the debate saying, "Democracy is not a perfect spouse and you realise 

quite quickly that you, the cog in the democratic machine aren't either. K Anis Ahmed followed this with his statement, 

"Democracy is a system for which people give their lives, I've known other systems that take lives." 

 

Times of India | 'Democracy is the Worst Form of Govt' 

January 22, 2014 

"Visitors to the Jaipur Literature Festival literally squeezed themselves into a jam packed 'Baithak', on a rain-soaked day, 

after a shift in the venue, for the concluding session of its seventh edition and conduct of the session on the motion 

'Democracy is the worst form of government, except for all the rest'." 

 

JLF-14 | Debate: Democracy is the Worst Form of Government, Except for all the Rest [Video] 

January 21, 2014 

Video of Anis' talk on Democracy at the closing debate of the Jaipur Literature Festival 

 

Gateway House | Elephants in the Room: India and its Neighbours 

January 21, 2014 

"The panel discussed the social and political workings of the countries bordering India – Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan and 

Bangladesh. The discussion ranged from elections and political portraits, to the role of the media and involvement of the 

youth and middle class in social change, as well as India’s position as a strategically important neighbour." 

 

Hindustan Times | Neighbourhood Watch: India Should Do Better 

January 21, 2014 

"India needs to play a proactive, caring and bigger strategic role in its neighbourhood, said panellists at a session titled 

“Elephants in the Room: India and its Neighbours” at Jaipur literature festival (JLF)." 

 

http://www.dawn.com/NEWS/1089072/ASPIRING-FOR-A-SOUTH-ASIAN-IDENTITY
http://www.dawn.com/NEWS/1089087/TALES-OF-MANY-CITIES
http://tribune.com.pk/STORY/675380/YOU-CAN-HAVE-A-NATIONAL-IDENTITY-ALONGSIDE-A-SOUTH-ASIAN-IDENTITY/
http://www.thenews.com.pk/TODAYS-NEWS-5-234438-BANGLADESHI-WRITER-LAUNCHES-BOOK
http://news.silobreaker.com/1222014-NATION-A-RESOUNDING-YES-FOR-DEMOCRACY-5_2267680571226325077
http://www.dnaindia.com/LIFESTYLE/REPORT-MURLI-MANOHAR-JOSHI-AND-SHAZIA-ILMI-DOMINATE-DEMOCRACY-DEBATE-ON-LAST-DAY-AT-ZEE-JAIPUR-LITERATURE-FESTIVAL-1954794
http://www.dnaindia.com/LIFESTYLE/REPORT-MURLI-MANOHAR-JOSHI-AND-SHAZIA-ILMI-DOMINATE-DEMOCRACY-DEBATE-ON-LAST-DAY-AT-ZEE-JAIPUR-LITERATURE-FESTIVAL-1954794
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/GALLERY/DAY-4-IN-JAIPUR-LITERATURE-FESTIVAL-IN-PICS/5/10996.HTML
http://www.youtube.com/WATCH?V=YA6KKWLFXCQ
http://www.gatewayhouse.in/EVENTS/ELEPHANTS-IN-THE-ROOM-INDIA-AND-ITS-NEIGHBOURS/
http://news.silobreaker.com/1212014-HTRAJASTHAN-NEIGHBOURHOOD-WATCH-INDIA-SHOULD-DO-BETTER-5_2267679046512935035
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Jaipur Literature Festival -14 | Worlds In Our Hand [Video] 

January 20, 2014 

Video of K Anis Ahmed's book reading, along with Esther Syiem. 

 

India Today | Day Four of Jaipur Literature Festival in Photos [Photo] 

January 20, 2014 

"K. Anis Ahmed discussed the unsettling social, political and geographical realities of South Asia and the nature of political 

engagement at the Jaipur Literature Festival on Monday." 

 

Elle India | World View: Interview with K. Anis Ahmed [not available online] 

Cheryl-Ann Couto 

January 2014 

"Bangladeshi writer K Anis Ahmed's first novel, The World In My Hands, examines the new paradox of the Third World - 

growth and prosperity amidst persistent instability and violence." 

 

The Hindu | Striking The Right Balance: Interview with K. Anis Ahmed 

Ziya Us Salam 

January 4, 2014 

"Born a little before the Bangladesh War of 1971, today Ahmed’s is among the most significant voices in Bangladesh as 

the country goes through a new stirring." 

 

Daily Star | The World In My Hands: Another Footstep in Global Literature 

Fayeka Zabeen Siddiqua 
January 3, 2014 
"The World in My Hands, an English Novel by Bangladeshi writer, K. Anis Ahmed can surely be counted as another step 
forward in taking Bengali writers to the world literature." 
 
Daily Star | K Anis Ahmed's Novel The World In My Hands Launched 

December 31, 2013 

"The book has already garnered high praise…Noted Indian politician and author Shashi Tharoor describes the novel 

as a poignant and insightful page-turner." 

 

World Literature Today | Bangladesh on the World Stage  [Interview] 

David Shook 

May-June 2013 

"…that writing was very strong in the 1960s and '70s, and it's been kind of in a slump the past few decades – is actually a 

very unpopular thing to say…but it is high time we talked about these things with some honesty." 

 

Wall Street Journal | Saving the Bangladesh Spring [Editorial] 

March 5, 2013 

"As K. Anis Ahmed wrote in these pages last Wednesday, Shahbagh is a secular nationalist movement at a time other 

Muslim democracies are seeing radical Islam assert itself." 

 

Daily Star Weekend Magazine | Through Dhaka’s Eyes 

Farhad Ahmed 

December 28, 2012 

"The stories here are blessedly written by somebody who is entirely at home in the language." 

 

Success Magazine | A Growing Venture 

Deborah Huso 

November 19, 2012 

"Kazi Anis Ahmed and his family’s 12-year-old organic tea farm are so successful that they have…brought an 

economic boom to a once-barren and impoverished area of northwest Bangladesh." 

 

KALW Public Radio | Good Night, Mr. Kissinger 

Sandip Roy 

November 21, 2012 

"It’s been over 40 years since Bangladesh became independent but as Anis makes clear it still loves to hate Henry 

Kissinger." 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/WATCH?V=VOUSYUO9T8A&LIST=UUKTMQRIO9OORGM-YFARDNEG
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/GALLERY/DAY-4-IN-JAIPUR-LITERATURE-FESTIVAL-IN-PICS/5/10996.HTML
http://www.thehindu.com/books/books-authors/striking-the-right-balance/article5534774.ece
http://www.thedailystar.net/the-star/the-world-in-my-hands-4988
http://www.thedailystar.net/city/k-anis-ahmeds-novel-the-world-in-my-hands-launched-4818
http://www.worldliteraturetoday.org/2013/may/bangladesh-world-stage-introduction-david-shook
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324178904578339930231828860.html
http://www.thedailystar.net/magazine/2012/12/04/book.htm
http://www.success.com/articles/print/2032
http://www.kalw.org/post/good-night-mr-kissinger
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Huffington Post | English-Language Literature Finds Its Place in Bangladesh 

David Shook 

November 20, 2012 

"My stories are about finding a vocabulary for this new urban intensity. Lives are both peculiarly crammed with 

intimacies and oddly desolate in their alienation. The way such contradictory and strong pressures lead to unique 

sparks of consciousness is what fascinates me." 

 

The Telegraph UK | Hay Dhaka 2012: The Assassin’s Creed 

Sameer Rahim 

November 20, 2012 

"Ahmed said that from a plot point of view it’s useful for a character to have a deadly motivation." 

 

World Literature Today | Bengali Lit in Dhaka 

David Shook 

November 19, 2012 

"…the most exciting new Bangladeshi talent writing in English, K. Anis Ahmed, whose first collection of short stories, 

Good Night, Mr. Kissinger, was published the week before last." 

 

The Telegraph UK | Hay Dhaka 2012: Peter Florence's Hay Festival Blog 

Peter Florence, Hay Festival Director 

November 17, 2012 

"…the elegant short story Goodnight Mr Kissinger by Dhaka writer Anis Ahmed, which features a Bengali waiter in 

New York given the perfect opportunity to exact revenge for the death of his family on the American powerplayer." 

 

Los Angeles Review of Books | An Interview with Literary Journal Bengal Lights 

C.P. Heiser 

September 1, 2012 

"It’s a captivating piece, with the traditional notions of individuality that go along with the project of the novel thrown on 

their ear, not just by the collective authors of the book, but by Dhaka itself in someways." 

 

WSJ Blogs: India Realtime | Q&A: Bengal Lights, Bangladesh’s New Literary Journal 

Tripti Lahiri 

July 9, 2012 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/david-shook/englishlanguage-literatur_b_2163510.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/hay-festival/9684981/Hay-Dhaka-2012-The-Assassins-Creed.html
http://www.worldliteraturetoday.com/bengali-lit-dhaka
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/hay-festival/9685045/Hay-Dhaka-2012-Peter-Florences-Hay-Festival-blog.html
http://blog.lareviewofbooks.org/post/30667903102/an-interview-with-literary-journal-bengal-lights
http://blogs.wsj.com/indiarealtime/2012/07/09/qa-bengal-lights-bangladeshs-new-literary-journal/

